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Do you want to participate or have any questions about ColiCot? Feel free to contact us via phone or mail: terje.rolvag@ntnu.no

Find us on web: www.colicot.net/testing

Does your newborn cry a lot?

We want to help you!

-Colic-
Facts and how we want to help

• About 15% of newborn infants suffer from colics
• Sleeping problems stress both child and parents
• There are several treatments, ColiCot unites and starts them automatically
• We want to test and improve our cradle in collaboration with you

Find us on web: www.colicot.net/testing

NTNU
Norwegian University of Science and Technology
The ColiCot

ColiCot is a special crib developed by engineers, inspired and motivated by their own colic affected kids.

There is no single treatment to calm children suffering from colics. Seven of the nine most common treatments are united in this cradle.

Easy control of the functions via smartphone - choose the treatment your child likes best, as a single function or combination. The crib activates itself and helps your child to sleep better.

After safely testing of the functions with normal crying children in 2014, we now want to see what ColiCot can do for infants suffering from colics.

What we want to do?

We want to do a trial to verify the benefit of the ColiCot.

Trial period: April and May

Test population: Children between 6 weeks and 4 months suffering from colics

Testing period: 4 days

Test setting: Conveniently at your home

Equipment: Delivered and set up for you

We want to improve your life and the life of your child.

How we want to do that

The objective of the test is to observe whether ColiCot helps your child to sleep more easily.

These are the test steps:

1) Conversation with you in preparation for the trial

2) We deliver the equipment, set it up for you and give you an introduction to the ColiCot cradle

3) Video and audio observation for scientific data of the soothing effect

4) After 4 days we will want to talk with you about your experiences